


Good News From Hyperion!

Selected by Sam Moskowitz

a with great Pre-Publication Savings if you order now! a ■n
Baum, L. Frank. 
The Master Key.

Cloth/$8.95/Pre-pub./$7.61 
Paper/$3.75/Pre-pub./$3.38

•
Capek, Karel.

The Absolute at Large.
Cloth/$8.50/Pre-pub./$7.23 
Paper/$3.50/Pre-pub./$3.1 5

•

Chambers, Robert W. 
in Search of the Unknown. 
Cloth/$8.95/Pre-pub./$7.61 
Paper/$3.75/Pre-pub./$3.38 

e
Cook, William Wallace.

A Round Trip to the Year 2000.
Cloth/$9.50/Pre-pub./$8.08 
Paper/$3.85/Pre-pub./$3.47 

e

Cummings, Ray.
The Girl in the Golden Atom.
Cloth/$9.95/Pre-pub./$8.46 
Paper/$3.95/Pre-pub./$3.56

•
England, George Allan. 

Darkness and Dawn.
Cloth/$ 13,95/Pre-pub./$ 11.86 

Paper/$5.95/Pre-pub./$5.36
•

Greg, Percy.
Across the Zodiac.

Cloth/$13.50/Pre-pub./$11,48 
Paper/$5.50/Pre-pub./$4.95

e
Griffith, George.

The Angel of the Revolution.
Cloth/$11.50/Pre-pub./$9.76
Paper/$4.75/Pre-pub./$4.28

Griffith, George.
Olga Romanoff.

Cloth/$10.50/Pra-pub./$8.93
Paper/$4.25/Pre-pub./$3.83 

©
Hastings, Milo.

City of Endless Night.
Cloth/$9.95/Pre-pub./$8.46
Paper/$3.95/Pre-pub./$3.56 

O
Keller, David H.

Life Everlasting, and Other Tales 
of Science, Fantasy and Horror.
Cloth/$ 10.50/P re-pub./$8.93
Paper/$4.25/Pre-pub./$3.83 

e
Lamb, Harold.

Marching Sands.
Cloth/$9.50/Pre-pub./$8.08
Paper/$3.75/Pre-pub./$3.38 

©
Merritt, A. 

The Metal Monster.
Cloth/$7.95/Pre-pub./$6.76
Paper/$2.95/Pre-pub./$2.66 

a
Pal tock, Robert.

The Life and Adventures of 
Peter Wilkins.

Cloth/$ 1 0.95/Pre-pub./$9.31
Paper/$4.50/Pre-pub./$4.05 

©
Pope, Gustavus W.
Journey to Mars.

Cloth/$ 12.95/Pre-pub./$ 11.01
Paper/$5.25/Pre-pub./$4.73 

a
Rhodes, W.H.

Caxton's Book.
C loth/$8.95/Pre-pub/$7.61
Paper/$3.75/Pre-pub./$3.38

Rousseau, Victor.
The Messiah of the Cylinder. 
Cloth/$9.50/P re-pub./$8.08 
Paper/$3.85/Pre-pub./$3.47 

e
Serviss, Garrett P.

A Columbus of Space. 
Cloth/$9.50/Pre-pub./$8.08 
Paper/$3.95/Pre-pub./$3.56 

•
Serviss, Garrett P.

The Second Deluge.
Cloth/$ 10.95/Pre-pub./$9.31 
Paper/$4.50/Pre-pub./$4.05

•
Stapled on, W. Olaf.
Darkness and Light.

Cloth/$7.50/Pre-pub./$6.38 
Paper/$2.95/Pre-pub./$2.66 

©
Tarde, Gabriel De.
Underground Man.

Cloth/$7.50/Pre-pub./$6.38 
Paper/$2.95/Pre-pub./$2.66

•
Weinbaum, Stanley G.
The Martian Odyssey, 

and Other Tales: 
The Complete Collected Stories 
Cloth/$ 13.50/Pre-pub./$ 11.48 

Paper/$5.75/Pre-pub./$5.18
•

Wylie, Philip. 
Gladiator.

Cloth/$9.95/Pre-pub./$8.46 
Paper/$3.95/Pre-pub./$3.56

Complete Set—C loth/$234.45
Pre-pub./$ 175.84

Complete Set—Paper/$95.55
Pre-pub./$81.22

PLUS...
7 by SAM MOSKOWITZ

Explorers of the Infinite.
Cloth/$9.75/Pre-pub./$8.29
Paper/$3.95/Pre-pub./$3.56 

®

The Immortal Storm.
Cloth/$8.95/Pre-pub./$7.61
Paper/$3.50/Pre-pub./$3.15

Masterpieces of Science Fiction.
C loth/$ 12.95/Pre-pub./$ 11.01

Paper/$4.95/Pre-pub./$4.46

Modern Masterpieces of 
Science Fiction.

Cloth/$12.95/Pre-pub./$11.01
Paper/$4.95/Pre-pub./$4.46 

®

Science Fiction By Gaslight.
Cloth/$9.95/Pre-pub./$8.46
Paper/$4.25/Pre-pub./$3.83 

©

Seekers of Tomorrow.
Cloth/$ 1 1.50/Pre-pub./$9.76
Paper/$4.75/Pre-pub./$4.28

Complete Set/Hardcover/$66.05
Pre-pub./$49.54

Complete Set/Paper/$26.35
P r e- p u b. /$ 2 2.40

Plus the Original Edition — 
Hardcover Only

Moskowitz, Sam. 
Under the Moons of Mars. 

Cloth only/$7.95 
Special Discount/$5.96

Landmark works of the last three centuries — remarkable 
novels and stories of speculation, prophecy, fantasy and 
high adventure that probed the unknown, penetrated the 
unseen and often predicted the future. Now reprinted, with 
new introductory material, in the greatest collection of 
science fiction classics ever published. These famous pio
neer writings, many of them rare collectors' items, have 
long been out of print and almost impossible to obtain, or 
extremely expensive if you were lucky enough to find 
them. Now Hyperion brings them to you in fine, reason
ably-priced editions.

SPECIAL PRE—PUBLICATION OFFER
Clothbound, 15% off on individual titles. 
The complete clothbound set, 25% off.

e
Paperbound, 10% off on individual titles.
The complete paperbound set, 15% off.

«

TO ORDER: Simply list the titles you want, 
include your check or money order, plus $1.00 
to cover postage and handling, and send to:

HYPERION PRESS, INC.
45 Riverside Avenue, Westport, Conn. 06880
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tually black and' white; the areas between the black stripes are actually 
a very light gray. And my plate-making machine can’t tell the difference 
between gray and black, so it came out solid black.” He put the covers 
into a plastic bag. "That’ll be three dollars."

I was rather perturbed, not only at the repro on the covers, but also 
at the fact that the clerk had gone ahead, printed up the,entire batch 
and made out the bill, without waiting to see if I was willing to accept 
work so drastically different from the original. 1

This in itself was enough to make me think twice about returning to Quik 
Print, but this was not yet the last straw. Those (two last straws? a 
contradiction in terms, maybe, but true) occurred when: 1) I flipped 
thru the stack of covers and found that many of the copies near the 
bottom of the stack were smudged all across the top of the.paper, and 
2) when collating the issue, I flipped over the covers, and discovered 
on several dozen copies that the back side of the paper had, already 
printed, stationery from a motel? That bastard had printed part of my 
work on his waste copies? Needless to say, this issue will have a new 
printer.

So, to Sheryl and to all the readers, my apologies. I’ll try to keep 
an occurrence like that from happening again. 
+ ■ 
As you may have noted, this issue actually contains advertising! I’ll 
add a word or two of my own: There’s some damn good bargains in Hyper
ion’s ad; many of their books have previously been almost unattainable 
and commanded quite high prices on the collector’s market. I myself 
will be placing an order for The Immortal Storm and Stapledon’s Dark
ness and Light, and possibly one or two more.

Also, Hyperion Press had previously had a deadline of February 15, 1974 
on their ^re-publication discount. However, upon learning that this is
sue of GODLESS would probably not be out until February or March, they 
were kind enough to remove that deadline. Therefore, if you receive this 
after February 15th, you can still buy their books for the lower prices. 
(Though, of course, one must be reasonable about it; don’t wait til 1989 
before sending in your order, for instance.) I think that’s a mighty 
nice gesture,, They must be trufans at Hyperion.
+ : + :+ :+:+:+:+:+ :+:+:+ :+:+:+:+:+ :+: + :+ :+ : + :+:+:+ :+ :+:+:+:+: + 
A few more apologies for repro are in order : I see upon examining the 
stencils that the lettercolumn, especially the 2nd and pnd pages, is 
rife with punched out o’s and p’s and other letters. Sorry; I switched 
typewriters on those two pages, saw what was happening, and switched 
back to the first typer, which only gave me trouble with the left margin, 
and not too much with the letters themselves.

Also, I neglected to include the Zip Code on Brad Park’s address. It’s 
06095. As you have no doubt noted already, not only does Brad write 
weird letters, he also draws weirdly. But good. It’s a tossup between 
him and Bruce Townley for Weirdo Fanartist of the Year.

Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z+Z + Z + Z + Z + Z +

NEXT ISSUE: Cover by Brad Parks, and a hilarious article by Dave Locke 
(which I’m goingto try to get Jackie Franke to illustrate) are sched
uled for sure. The rest hasn’t been decided on yet, or written yet for 
that matter, though several people have promised me reviews.

- Bruce D. Arthurs
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Why is one story remembered in vivid color while another lan
guishes in a pea-green fog?

First, there's the story that brought you in out of the cold, into 
the fireplace warmth best expressed by, "Mani This is it! This is what 
I was looking for!" Perhaps for the gradually awakening fan, there is 
no such first story, but for the fellow or gal who led a normal, mun
dane youthful pursuit and then was shocked into glaring awareness by 
one, brittle, incisive exposure (as I was) the moment of happening 
will never be forgotten.

So it was in the summer of 1934 when a copy of ASTOUNDING was stuck 
into my hand by a friend as young as I (1?) accompanied by the words: 
"Here, read this, you'll like it." What an understatement! That first 
story I read sent my mind spinning, so much so that I couldn't fall 
asleep. Like it! Man, I loved it! THIS IS IT!

I will never forget the story: "Colossus" by Donald Wandrei. Of course, 
the story was the right one - it dealt with a scientist in a world 
(later revealed to be a super-world), looking through a microscope 
(which I had fun doing myself), and the hero popped through the glass 
slide while travelling in his spaceship at the distant end of the 
universe. I see now the debt the story owed to Fitzjames O'Brien's 
"The Diamond Lens" and also to the Ray Cummings atom stories. The 
story combined scientists (my boyhood idols), atoms, and the cosmos. 
There are any number of other authors, other stories, that would not 
have had the same effect. All the other stories in that particular 
issue of ASTOUNDING have faded completely from my memory.

So that's one way a particular story is remembered. Now, as I write 
this, I call up other stories th- t stick on the surface. And I am 
forced to state that the second way is mechanical; it is simply a
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natter of recency. And thus, I reneber Rendevous with R£ra.y and I keen 
remembering it because of the conet Kohoutek. What if.", .what if, just 
for this nonent of fantastic pleasure, Kohoutek was not a cosmic ice
cube but instead a cylinder, a globe, a cube measuring ten miles in 
"diameter'!? The interesting fact that it .is 100 to 1000 tines larger 
than the nucleus of most conets, and supposedly last approached Earth 
10,000 years ago conjures this hypothesis.

The astute reader will have gathered from that last paragraph that a 
third reason was given for remembering a story, i.e. something in the 
tale related to an external reference. This reference might be a mun
dane situation in society: politics, war, pollution, an invention, et 
cetera, but something about which the reader of the fiction night have 
had an intense interest. Then, again, the reference night be strictly 
personal, though external in structure. For instance, the story night 
relate to the first airplane you flew, the ham radio you made, or the 
day your hand got stuck in the pickle jar - who know in what strange 
and twisted ways a particular story will thus be forever engraved in 
your memory. .

A fourth way:' the story contained a gimmick or an idea so powerfully 
developed that the reader can hardly forget it. I ar thinking now of 
Stanley Weinbaun's "The Adoptive Ultimate". Perhaps the reason I cite 
this particular story is that the ideai. was an extensipn^ of ,;all .t.he bi
o To gy'" books I had read. If your field'was chemistry, say, you' would per
haps cite something different.

If a story stimulated you to engage in a non-fiction study of a, to you, 
new field of interest, you could hardly forget that stimulus. And, lo, 
we have the fifth way. In my case I think of A. E. Van Vogt’s The World 
of Null-A, and how it said to me: "Brazier, go forth and buy Korzybski's 
Science and Sanity and see what this semantics thing is all about. And 
sc I did. And, as a result, I will never forget Null-A.

There are sore who would remeber a story for the unusual, the lovable, 
the detestable, the beautiful character the author portrayed. Remember 
Jack Williamson's Giles? Remember...? Frankly, this sixth way does not 
act too strongly for ne. For instance, I will never forget Ylla, but I 
remember Bradbury's story of that same none for more than just a charact
er. And that brings me to the seventh and final way a story is never for
gotten .

There is sone emotional effect, either consciously recognized or not, 
and derived from any element or combination of all the fictional ele
ments, i.e. from plot, character, style, theme, etc. Perhaps this way is 
broad enough to require sub-divisions, but I will let several examples 
suffice to show that this final way is multifaceted.

First, there's the story that scared the bejabbers out of you. I i-med
iately remeber H. P. Lovecraft's "The Statement of Randolph Carter", a 
story whose last few words sent the hair creeping up my neck, literally. 
HPL acheived the same effect with one of his "Fungi from Youggoth", a 
sonnet that ended with a line which memory alone tells re went, "And 
from below he heard those clumping feet." The memory of both of these 
is clear; not so clear as far as what actually transpired.in the. story 
is Sturgeon's "It". Forgive me if this story was written by Tuttner, but 
as I told you, what I remember is that "It" shook ne up, and I recall 
the shaking but not the shaker.



Second, there's the story that gave you dozens of belly laughs. Robert 
Bloch is 'the guy who used.to do that to ne.

1 stuck the preceding short paragraph in there to take your rind off 
any nightmare story you had hoped to forget and haven't. So now, if 
you've chuckled over a renebered bit of humor, let's return to the emo
tion of fear. I have just read a story scheduled for the first issue of 
DORIC which has given ne the frights. It is called "Menace", and it's 
written by a fan, Eric Mayer. And what scares re is that the menace is 
real, and acts, but .1 don' t know what in hell it is 8 Whatever it is, 
I'n deathly afraid of it. ” ~ ~ ~ '

Earlier, I mentioned "Ylla". This is a story I have read at least seven 
tines, and for sone unconscious reason it demands, again and again, to 
be remembered and to be re-read. Possibly there's an empathy involved, 
an empathy generating so much sympathy that I submit myself to torture 
which, for some perverse reason, I enjoy.

Would you do this experiment? Without refreshing your mind by looking 
at lists of stories or book contents, jot down some stories that you 
remember. Opposite each story place a number froin one to seven; take 
note of the way in which you remembered a story. Perhaps you will find 
an additional way. In case editor Arthurs is not interested in further 
exploration of this idea, send the material to TITLE.

((Arthurs speaking. Dpnjt send it to TITLE! I'd be very interested to 
see what sort of stories you come up with. Remember, though, that this 
is n°t any survey of the "Best" of anything; you might come up with some 
truly terrible, atrocious story that you'd be ashamed to admit having 
read under any other circumstances, but put it down anyway. And don't 
wait until you make out a loc before writing the list; this is something 
that depends on your immediate and spontaneous responses, before you 
can do any mental sorting of candidates. DO IT NOW! I've left an empty 
space on this page; pull out a pencil or pen and jot down your lists, 
right now, no waiting^))
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with Douglas Leingang
PO Box 21328 LSU, Baton Rouge, LA 70803

r!y eye caught a peculiar advertisement in the society section of the 
newspaper. I read it: "Are you paranoid? Call 123-^567 and leave name 
and number..." I rang the number and got a recording. After the beep, 
I gave my name and phone number and hung up. A few minutes later, an 
uneven but nonetheless friendly voice said on the other end of the 
phone, "Are you Douglas Leingang?"

I said, "Yes, I am. Who is this?"

The man on the other end did not answer for a few seconds. "Can you 
prove it - that you are Douglas Leingang? I mean, I’ve got to know for 
sure."

Ignoring this, I said, "I’m answering your ad about being paranoid. 
I'm paranoid and I want to find out what you’re trying to do." I 
waited a few more seconds and said, "Well?"

"Er, can you prove that you are a paranoiac - wait, what's that? I 
hear something. I hear something, a buzz of some kind. Listen, hang 
up and I’ll try some other pay phone. We may be bugged, I’ll get to 
you later." He rang off.

During the next hour of silence, a cat which always came to my door
step for food landed op the front porch. I immediately opened un a 
carton of milk and stirred in a few grains of strychnine. Unfortun
ately, the cat was not hungry. Also, I stared at every male ^/ho 
passed the house with a curious glance.

The phone rang again, and I took my time answering it, knowing who 
would be on the other end. "Yes, Howard Hughes residence," I grumbled 
in my best servant voice. He immediately hung up and called again. 
"Hello?"
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by Sheryl Birkhead 
23629 Woodfield Rd., 
Gaithersburg, MD 20760

Every ti. e I've heard the Marion Z. 
Bradley Darkover books mentioned, 
the spiel begins with a mention of 
the sun and the world itself. Well, 
without hunting the books up, I 
couldn't tell you much on that score 
because that simply isn't what inter
est me about the books. Let me first 
(one and only tine) say that the books 
aren't and never will be classics - but

a

to ne they have something which
quite bluntly hasn't been in a lot of the classics
able.

and is also unstate-

The Darkover books are basically the stories of a world steeped in tra
dition where mental powers are bred into (and breeding done to get:) the 
aristocracy. I believe the sun is dying and the world is subject to 
changing weather - cruel elements and a variety of storms. In this world 
there also live a variety of older forms, most of whom are legends and 
only seen infrequently - but do exist J It is the saga of interpeonies 
strife and of new ways breaking/fighting with the old - and above all, a 
world fighting for existence.

V/hat draws me to the books is the portrayal and handling of aliens - both 
human (so to speak) and the indigenous peoples of Darkover. I've always 
been fond of alien stories wherein the aliens are "people", not just 
props to be moved from scene to scene. They live and breathe.

Too often I've found that science INTRUDES on a story - and too frequent
ly in an unnatural manner - but this isn't true of the Darkover books. In 
fact, they might lean a little to the- other extreme. I' d- hazard a guess 
that the books at some time nay be classed as juveniles, EXCEPT - one 
notable exception being the DAW book of the series which is the only com
passionate rendering I've ever seen of a man's love for another man. I 
was very surprised with the book, and VERY pleased that such a feeling 
story had been printed.

Then too, I like the idea of mental powers and the jewels to focus them - 
not a particularly new or novel idea, but I like the way it is tied into
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novels. I personally think of it as belonging to the series, but it 
doesn't really "fit in". But it does have many things in common with 
the Darkover books.

The proper chronological order is; DARKOVER LANDFALL, STAR OF DANGER, 
WINDS OF DARKOVER, THE BLOODY SUN, THE PLANET SAVERS, SWORD OF ALDONES, 
and WORLD WRECKERS. SPELL-SWORD will fit between DARKOVER LANDFALL and 
STAR OF DANGER.

Yes, there will be others. I an working on one to be called FREE .AMA
ZONS OF DARKOVER, but no data available.

"Anything can happen. Suppose the Martians cone? Sunpose - suppose 
my brother Ton, while hunting for heathen to convert, runs across a 
race of people more handsone than human beings we know, who nature 
in six days, who are in>une to venereal disease and cannot imnreg- 
nate or be impregnated by any other race? Suppose he brings these 
folk to America and Europe as curiousities and in a year the world 
is overrun with perfect gigolos and whores? What then? Are our 
schoolchildren ready for it? Are our bankers prepared for it? Are 
our churches in shape to cope with it? They are not. God's round 
eyes! Our novelists would write about it after the fact, but how 
many would attack the problem in advance of its discovery? Ah, how 
few! "

"No doubt if the first men to reach Mars find absolutely nothing 
alive there they will nevertheless have many and many a bad moment 
just because of their own nerves. I had plenty in Canada. I don't 
mean unpleasantnesses - such as getting caught in a whirlpool that 
had no place to be where it was, or being bayed by wolves; I mean 
- the psychic kind. If you knock around the unpopulated regions 
long, you'll soon see why Mr. Kiplings invention of the Red Gods 
was plausible, and why people believe in white things under the 
sea, and why Mr. Poe's Mr. Pym embarked southward on a highly cred
ible junket."

-selections from Finaley Wren, by Philip Wylie, 1934
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[ This is going to be an angry article. 
: Angry because I am sick of seeing 
; high-handed, elitist "critics" like 
। James Blish, George Turner, John Foy- 
' ster and others, denegrating some of 

the small-fry "critics" and book re
! viewers among the fannish ranks. Why 
is it that "critics" of such great 

. renown have such a remarkable preoc- 
j cupation with asserting the worth
. lessness of the peanut-gallery "crit
ics"? The answer, it seems, is that . 
this process of belittling others is 
the best way for them to maintain 
their own tenuous claim to the title 
of CRITIC.

It is amusing to observe that even 
the upper echelon of "critics" can 

, not resist sniping at one another. 
' Thus, one finds Jame Elish making the 
i outrageous statement in More Issues
At Hand that "...it is profoundly 
dissatisfying for a’creative writer 
to find that half the informed tech
nical criticism he can find in his 
chosen field has been written by him

' self under a pen name." To which I 
j can only reply: "Yes, but only for a 
writer with such an over-inflated ego 
that he would.actually believe such 
drivel." At the same time, one finds 
Franz Rottensteiner dismissing Blish 
in favor of Stanislaw Lem, which is

I understandable since he is Lem's a- 
। gent.

In GODLESS 4 Paul Walker articulated 
l an idea that has been kicking around 
] in my mind for a long time. That is, 
that almost no interpretive criticism 
of SF exists. My intention is to dis
cuss this point because I think it is 
extremely important and that it is 
generally unrealized by fans. Notice, 
for instance, that no one in the let-

|. tercolumn of GODLESS 5 commented on

by Michael T Sho emaker, 2123 N. Early Street, Alexandria, VA 22302
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this point.

Literary criticism can be divided, into four categories: historical, the
' oretical (by which I mean, that which attempts to answer such questions
as "What is SF? Wat is SF's appeal?" etc.), technical (the sort of crit
icism that Blish writes for the most part, in which he analyzes the mech
anics of a story with little regard for content), and interpretive (which 
attempts to understand the structure of meaning within a story and to 
discuss the ideas presented).

The historical has, I suppose, a nostalgic, antiquarian appeal and serves 
to keep the entire field in perspective. This is nice, but of what prac
tical use is historical criticism to the reader who has no interest in 
such matters? The answer is, it serves as a record of which stories have 
been considered good down through the years. Thus, it is possible that 
the reader will benefit by using it to guide his choice of reading matter.

Theoretical criticism can be interesting, but its appeal seems to be that 
of esoteric trivia. The analogy to certain primary philosophical quest
ions is inevitable: both are involuted probings that are doomed to incon
clusiveness simply because "'eople differ in perception. So, theoretical 
criticism is a nice mental exercise, but of little use to the reader.

Many people have tried to build a great case around the idea that tech
nical criticism is instructive to writers, but I have never seen an at
tempt to prove this assertion with facts. Even if the theory was proven 
by a specific example, I would still be' dubious of the widespread effect
iveness. As. a natter of fact, I do not think very much of a potential 
for instruction even exists in technical criticism. I say this because 
although technical criticism may be a very fine thing for telling a wri
ter how no_t to write, it hardly helps solve the far more important con
cern of how he should write. The only value of technical criticism lies 
in its use as a semi-objective substantiation of the basically subject
ive value-judgement that is rendered when reviewing a work

Of the four forms of criticism, interpretive criticism functions on the 
highest level. This is because interpretive criticism is the most useful 
to the reader in that it has the capability to enhance one's enjoyment 
of a work by increasing one’s understanding of the work.

' A quick categotizing of most of the professional critical literature re
veals the source of my displeasure with the so-called verities".. Each 
work is categorized according to its primary slant:

HISTORICAL CRITICISM
1• Explorers of the Infinite and Seekers of Tomorrow by Sam Moskowitz.
2. A Requiem for Astounding by Alva Rogers.
3. Lovecraft: A Look Behind the Cthulhu Mythos by Lin Carter.
4. Fillion Year Spree by .Brian Al diss.

THEORETICAL CRITICISM
1. "An Experiment in Criticism" by C. S. Lewis.
2- The SF Hovel - a collection of essays.
3. Neg Maps of Hell by Kingsley Amis.
4. "On Fairy-Stories" by J. R. R. Tolkien.
5. The series of articles in FANTASTIC by Alexei and Cory Panshin.
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185-U Explorer Cove 
Linwood, NJ 08221 
Dec ember 17, 1Q73

Dear Sir:

Normally I don't respond to reviews and such, largely because I don't 
have tine but also because I feel reviews reflect one person's opinion 
and aren't really all that important.

But I an responding to your review of Ten T^r^orrowss. Charlie Brown of 
LOCUS feels that this is a top-notch anthology, and' other reviews I 
have seen concur. Your final comments are strange because ry antholo
gies are generally regarded as either quite qoocl or, even, superior. 
Reviews from PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY, LIBRARY JOURNAL, ANALOG and so" on use 
such words as "masterful," "frightening," "Not to be missed," etc. can 
be found about the stories and/or the books as a whole. .

In particular your comments about Blish's play are very frustrating • 
since this is considered a classic, and the reactions elsewhere that I 
have received have been generally enthusiastic, with one response con
gratulating me on publishing the play for the first tine. That it is 
not original and not a story is not a deception on my part or the pub
lisher's; that it was labeled this way is merely a mistake on the copy
writer's part. I never saw the cover proof or else would have corrected 
same. But, seriously, I did not use the Blish just because it was Blish; 
and as for using inferior stories by big name authors, I could give you 
a list of the superior stories I’havg usedo(1 1 of which have recently 
received Nebula recommendations), and these would far outweigh the infer
ior ones, at least those ^ou might consider inferior.

But let's take some of your other comments: I found the Silverberg to be 
devastating, and the fact that it has no plot por s_e is not a short-con
ing; the central premise substitutes for the plot and is quite effective 
in its own'right. This is prime Silverberg - and I am not the only per
son who feels accordingly.
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Thank you - and all the best

Cordially,

5 ■■ ■ J- — 
RogerElwood

+ ■:+ :+ :+ :+:+:+:+: + :+:+ ;+ :+ ;+: + :+:+:+ :+:+:+ ,

57th Trons Co ■ ' 
Fort Lee, VAz2>80h . 
13 J-n 74 ;X rjr’

Dear Mr. Elwood; :• .• .

What the hell arc you thanking me for? I should be 
clearing up sone misconceptions and taking me down or. '
two. /',7<y ' ‘‘ ■" ’ ': ‘

I now soe that ny review of last issue could have been much better writ
ten. I made assumptions, failed to think lines of thought thru to their 
conclusion, and failed to fully explain myself in numerous places. A sen
tence placed here, a new paragraph there, edit out that line over there, 
and I think the review would have been more satisfactory to both of us.

HOWEVER...in your reply, ycu also have made assumptions and failed to 
think things thru. I'd like to point these out and also try to explain 
the opinions I failed to fully explain last issue.

You assume merely because I failed to state so concerning all the stor:- - 
ies, that the only story I bothered to read twice was the Jenifer. I try 
to take ny reviewing seriously, Mr. Elwood, and all the stories were read 
at least twice, several three tines, before I put first word on rarer. 
(The reason for the admittedly drastic turnabout on the Janifer story was 
due to the fact that on first reading, the surprise ending failed to make 
itself clear to me; quite simply, I didn't know what was happening in the
story. The second and more careful reading. *snapr^* everything into
place, and I was able to see just how good it really was.)

As for the Blish play...ah yes, the Blish. I went so far as to call Blish
a hack in regard to this story. For this I apologize. As I said, I am
prejudiced against works of this type (this fanzine wasn't named GODLESS 
on mere whim, after all), but I can see that Blish Was creative,and;dis
ciplined in his writing, and doubtless many people would find.-lt- enjoy- . 
able reading. What irks me, though, is that this work vans published in 
this anthology! You have nine stories dealing with time-travel, legal
ized murder, organ transplants, electronic personality/Storage, atomic 
war, and other themes which any mundane pulled off tX street could 
point to and say, "Yeh, that's sone of that there,-sci-fi' dtuff , yessir- 
ee." Then, right in the midst of all this SCIENCE FICTION:, you place a 
religious allegory! Not only that, but this allegory doesn't even use 
sfnal ideas for its elements; it could (and should, I think) have been 
presented much better in a mainstream religious anthology, where it 
would have fitted much better. Possibly you did purchase the Blish be
cause you thought it was a classic and deserved to be rubbished, but 
does that play really fit into the context established by the nine other 
stories printed in Ten Tomorrows? I think not. Publish it, okay, but not 
in an sf anthology, for Christ's sake! (Now what was. that I just .said...)
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T should have made clear in ny comrients on Pamela Sargent's story that 
what I was saying applied specifically to Ms. Sargent, and in no way to 
tae sf field as a whole. Pamela■Sargent has undeniable talent; she 
knows how to write well. Her stories that I've read have always been, 
solidly built, well written, and meet all the requirer'ents of'great 
stories...except that they're dull. I have yet to read 'cne'of her stor
ies that has the "pizazz”, the inherent energy that makes a story stand 
put from all the other "well-written, nicely told" stories. There has ■ 
to b'e something more than just skill to make a story memorable.

K-u chastize ne rightly for my remarkp that your anthologies have caused 
inferior na.uerial to be published. You have published quite a few excel
lent suories, I admit. I apologize if I gave the ipnfession that you or 
any other editor deliberately print second-rate material.

However...let’s take another look at the market situation. Your payment 
rates are, I believe, about three to five cents a word, correct? In . other
words, you're right up there with ANALOG, and you don't have the "image"
worries that ANALOG does. These rates mean that most writers will tend to 
give you first choice of their work. You buy more of it than any other
single individual in the field, I'm sure. The cream has been skimmed off.

means that the othe_r markets, the ones that get second choice, 
t have quite the choice that they would have had without you. A re- 

c.djustkient takes place all down the line. Marginal stories that a Market 
would nave considered before but not published are now bought. And fi
nally, this situation works its way down to the lowbst paying market.

...iL.ZING and FANTASTIC, of course. Over the last year or two, I think 
that there has been a defintie decline in the quality of the stories, 
particularly the short stories, that Ted White has been publishing. I 
used t-o read an issue of AMAZING or FANT/STIC and there'd usually’'be at 
least one story per issue that would grab me out of my scat and shoot 
me lull of that ol' Sense of Wonder. Can it be that due to the prolifer
ation of original anthologies and other markets (not you albne, Mr. El'- 
(Waod; you're merely the most prolific), that Ted White's manuscript rile, 
neo or the best under any circumstances, has been reduced even further?

Of course, the increase in markets may inspire sore authors to .write 
more thethey have previously. And there are the new authors coning' 
into the field. However, I think that, with about a half-dozen exbert- 
ions (Gene Wolfe, F. M. Busby, Joe Haldeman, etq.), most of the newer 
writers have not written or sold enough to ma.ke up the difference in 
markets.

is a result, Ted White, stuck in the bottom of the market, must buy 
stories^ that a year or two ago ho would have rejected, because he no 
longer has as much of a choice as he did previously.

Of^course,, I nay be assuming too much and junking to conclusions again.' 
-Loo.jj.nito will be receiving a copy of this, and I would certainly appre
ciate a corroboration or refutation of my argument from him.

Until next issue, perhaps, all the best.

Bruce D. Arthurs
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Brad Parks 
562 Kennedy Rd.
Windsor} CT 

houses.

It was night.

Shadows loomed gloom
ily over the brick

I stood in one of those shadows.

With fleeting feet I sprinted across the 
grimy sidewalks to the next corner.

Breath rushed out of me in torrents, 
when suddenly a small revolver came up 
against my head and I heard the hammer 
click back. -

I threw a quick side kick into the man's 
gut, as his gun went flying. One si
lenced shot of my .38 had him drowning 
in his own blood.

I walked on.

After walking through moonlit shimmers, 
I ducked behind a herd of garbage cans 
in the front of the hideout.

Three grimy hit men stood in the front 
door, submachine guns nestled in their 
arms. I thought and prayed, for a moment, 
then I jumped.

A quick shot had one guy looking at his 
heart from the outside. Machine gun fire 
spurted my way, but with a jerky shot, 
one hit man had no hands to hold the gun 
with. ‘The last hit man fell dead on the 
sidewalk from a bullet through the skull.

I ran up, jumping over the corpses, and 
started up the stairs.

The door swung open, and there he was.

He was a tall, lanky man, smoking a put
rid cigar. "Alright, Beau Koch, give it 
to me!" I yelled.

Before he got to his .22 I shot him 
once, twice, thrice.

The first shot blasted a finger, the 
second his leg, as he tried to run to
wards a window my last shot made a mess 
of his spine.

I saw it.

I took it off his desk and walked out

with it.

I now had GODLESS #5.

Peace. •

((I think there's a maniac'.on my mail
ing list.))

Doug Leingang Well, the reason
PO Box 21328 LSU why you keep get-
Baton Rouge, LA ting humorous or
70803 sick articles for

GODLESS might be... 
may be...that your tone has been funny 
from the start. Besdies Iocs, you had 
those Army stories (Starbird!) in #3, 
Brazier's sidesplitting article in #U,
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Kennedy's thing in #3. What do you want 
next - political polemics? Godci's 
proof? One must admit that the name GOD
LESS itself is tongue in cheek. And your 
style of writing is, besides being well- 
written, provokes laughter.

Hahahahahaha. See? Off-beat humor - you 
call "Having Fun" off-beat? No humor is 
off-beat, it is either funny or not fun
ny. Or both. Or neither. You see the 
point I'm trying to make? Neither do I. 
Of course, you wouldn't want another 
KWALHIOQUA (and one is quite enough), 
but humor isn't wrong. Or is it?

I see your problem in getting adequate 
contributions. Your slant hasn't been 
as, er, slanty as it should be. I've 
got no answers for you.

Just got finished writing Bruce Townley. 
Talk about off-beat, that character is. 
His artwork is odd, but good, and there 
is a great future for him designing toi
let paper.

As for Jim's article, it's faanish. 
Tries to be funny, but it doesn't quite 
come off. A problem has arisen in this, 
however, since you have noted that the 
article came from various letters. A 
caution: never use Iocs as article ma
terial. Loes are more often than not 
written person to person, not person to 
fandom. If you changed the above to a 
humorous, riotous article, it would 
fail. "Having Fun" was meant for a gen
eral audience, while this is "eyes on
ly."

As for the book reviews, they were well 
written, but neither wild horses or 
pickles can get me to spend money on 
books, except postage for my own stuff. 
With the minimum price of a thinny book 
to be 93^ plus tax, it isn't easy to 
keep a good library of sf books. The 
last sf book I bought was in March 73. 
Heinlein. Fear No Evil. Waste- of money.

Kevin Williams I usually like seri- 
2331 S. 6th ous discussions of 
Springfield, IL sf, even though, most 
62703 of the time, I have

n't read the books 
being discussed. Of the books talked a
bout in GODLESS #3, I haven't read Ten 

Tommorows (sounds like a ripoff of As
imov's Nine Tomorrows)} Wolfwir.tex-, 
and Time Enough For Love, l™e Tas~ re
ally surprised me since" I had thought 
I had read all of Heinlein's books ex
cept for Starman Jones, TEFL must not 
be in paperback yet. V;Just~out. Gosts 
$1.93. Eeeyyyaaaaaahhhhhhh

I did read Trullion: Alastov 2202 in 
AMAZING. I thought it was alrigl 2, but 
I wouldn't give it .a Hugo,, For one 
thing, it was too complex. I like com
plex stories, but only when the char
acters are strong enough to provide 
sort of a-, reference point, 2r can't re
member any of the characters' in Trul-- 
lion very well. ((Strange, I thought 
that the characterization was brill
ant. Dat ol' debbil, personal opinion, 
again.)) The Foundation Trilogy, on 
the other hand, while much more com
plex by virtur of its size, is not so 
complex as to bury the characters. Who 
can forget Salvor Hardin, Hobar hallow, 
Ebling Mis, the Mule, etc? ((Who?))

As for the people who are against the 
"New Wave"3 what exactly are they a
gainst? I have never seen anyone de
fine the difference between "Old Wave" 
and "New Wave", they just make up this 
label and stick it on various writers. 
It's a very interesting fact, that all 
the writers who have been labeled "Old 
Wave" have denied it. Certainly, there 
are some differences between "Old Wave" 
and "New Wave" (I prefer, if labels are 
necessary, "Traditional" and "Nontra- 
ditional") but they're not integral 
differences. It's all sf. "NewWave" 
is a particularly stupid name, since 
nontraditional stories are not new, 
and there is no such thing as just one 
"wave" of them. Each separate.story is 
a wave, or at least a ripple, in it
self. Alfred Bester was writing stories 
in the Fifties that, if they were pub
lished in the Sixties, wpulH have been 
called "New Wave", but I have never 
heard Bester called a "New Waver" be
cause of such stories as "Fondly Fahr
enheit", "The Pi Man", "The Starcomber1', 
etc.

I like sf, damn it, and I'm not going 
to dislike some portion of it just be
cause it's a little different,.
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when George Smurg writes a postcard 
saying "I just moved to 123U5 Tol- 
kein Way" I can find where the hell 
he used to live and locate his card.) 
The address card - actually a small 
ditto master in a plastic frame - 
contains name, address, and expir
ation number. The binder contains one 
sheet per name, covering payments, 
issues included, changes of address, 
(handy when someone writes "I'm mov
ing back home for the summer" and 
lets it go at that) and any other per
tinent information that I chance a
cross.

Does Barry Malzberg ever write in the 
second person? I wouldn't know, having 
given up reading his stuff (though I 
just got Phase IV for review so I sup
pose I'll have to read that), but sec
ond person is pretty rare. The only 
author who used it regularly was H.J. 
Campbell. (British^ edited SCIENCE 
FICTION FORTNIGHTLY for years as well 
as turning out several paperbacks,) 
He wasn't all that great a writer, but 
I always rather enjoyed his books be
cause the second person style sounded 
so weird. •

I'd send you some reviews, but I keep 
them all for YANDRO. I want to keep 
the publishers convinced that I'm the 
sort of reviewer they want to send 
books to, and perhaps convince a few 
more. (Which I attempt to do by re
viewing books that I buy as well as 
the ones sent in, and sending copies 
to the publisher and/or author.) When 
you aren't making a lot of money, ev
ery little bit of savings helps.

Chris Sherman I found one ma-
700 Parkview Terrace jor point which 
Minneapolis, MN I hasten to
'^Lil6 disagree with.

You think that
you have too much presence in GODLESS5 
I think there should be more. (I 
learned very quickly after putting out 
the first issue of ANTITHESIS that I 
liked the people who do zines better 
than the material in the zines. I am 
trying to write much more as a result. 
There again, we could have drastically 
differing viewpoints, I don't know.)

Your book reviews are very well done.

I haven't read Trullion yet, but you 
make me want to. Went is she real tit
le of Trullion: Alps tor 2263? 1 have 
heard or seen it spelled c/ulicn Alla
stor 2262, with all sorts of variants. 
I think a loc in IHAIING pointed thin 
out. I'm assuming that the title cn 
the book is correct- and those tin the 
serial in .AMAZING we co typos, (\I 
don't have the book right h::ro vo check 
but I'm pretty sure the proper title is 
Trullion; Alasutor 2262,-Or it 226 : 
No doubt that one numeral will drive 
indexers pad for Geek . =.;)

"Mindspeak." About 10 etymologies there, 
"mind" most probably from Inglo-Eaxcn 
gemynd, akin to Old High German minna, 
which'is love or memory; also Danish 
minde, to consent or vote. "Speak" most 
likely from Anglo-Saxon specan, also 
Old High German spreerhon, and Sanskrit 
sphurj, to thunder or crackle. There
fore, the obvious' conclusion; consenting 
to thunder or crackle out of love or 
memory.

Handy Andy Yahweh 
aka Bruce Townley 
2323 Sibley St.
Alexandria, VA 
22311

zines (whi ch, I

Even if the mater
ial is a little hit 
too light for your 
tastes I find it a 
relief myself. Usu
ally prestige fan

is the market suppose
you're trying to back into) try to be 
heavy to such an extreme that they 
bludgeon to death any more expertly en
gineered stuff (lighter). I suppose 
these happy mediums that you strike are 
pretty much the result of accidents and 
they should be. TITLE and QUACKAKRACK- 
CAGLE, urn, WALHIOQUA are also examples 
of designs through accidents and they 
are as important as fanzines should be. 
Like the lettercolumn is something the 
editor can't consciously control what 
he gets but you have a very nice . one, 
lotsa meat (porn?). And anyway the age 
of the heavy fanzine has ' just' about 
come to an end as that LONG-HAIRED.for
eigner Bruce Gillespie (evei notice how 
all the neat people in fandom are named.. 
Bruce?) so cogently points cut what 
with all the insane postal hikes' and 
all. '

Mike Indick and Ben Glicksohn bring up 
many interesting points. Unless one is 
to lapse into Leingangian mysticism and
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try to separate friendly letters from 
serious Iocs one has just gotta rely on 
the whims of the editor and why not. I, 
myself, do find it harder to write let
ters cause it seems to me that letters 
are more open to rebuttal and, as ever
yone knows that is a very uncomfortable 
situation. Or to put it in the words of 
Frank Denton: "Send word again when the 
crocus come up or whenever the fancy 
strikes (does it leave bad bruises?)." 
In an article, I feel secure from any 
shit. "Simple, friendly Iocs" are a 
good enough reason for fanzines though.

Another thing, you get some good covers. 
Ms. Birkhead presents a very arresting 
design which I refuse to comment upon 
the Freudian implications of.

Dave Szurek As for reading
HU17 Second, Apt B-2 sf, I try to get 
Detroit, MI as much of the
58201 stuff that I

want from the li 
library - until a few years ago, this 
may have been more difficult - but the 
main branch, situated only a few blocks 
from me, has, in the past few years, 
gotten into the habit of stocking near
ly everything in hardback. This includes 
almost all stf (though I make no claims 
to have read "almost all stf") within a 
month of initial publication. That I 
don't pay for, keep, and read over and 
over into infinity, doesn't, I feel, 
make me any less of an SF fan.

All this hoax bullshit involving fans 
pretending to be more than one person 
is growing less than amusing to me. 
Okay - maybe a few eccentric charact
ers were alright - but when it grows 
into a fad for everyone and his broth
er to engage in, and for most of the 
"respected" "trufen" to view as some

, thing outasight, it does tend to be
come tiresome. Maybe I'll think up an 
alter-ego when I want to say something 
good about Dave Szurek. Perhaps I sound 
like a fakefan grouch and a dumbass, 
but it does seem the appropriate loc to 
say a few things I've been thinking a
bout lately. But there aren't any per
sons I'm trying to insult personally, 
and I don't even feel I'M insulting 
that many people generally. Neither am

I sick of the whole affair, nor do I 
want to gafiate. Okay with that?

Guess I won't be sending Ozanne quest- 
ionnairre answers - why travel all the 
way to Australia when I can't tell him 
all that much in the first place?
Haven't kept perfectly filed records 
of everything I've done and exactly 
the day I did them. What sort of stuff 
does Ken regard as "fannish claims to 
fame"? How many people keep lists of 
exactly how many fanzines they expect 
to receive each month? How often a 
certain person reads any individual 
prozine isn't really that relevant. I, 
for one, read fanzines more often than 
I do prozines - pick up a prozine now 
and then, but I don't wait at the 
stands for 'em. The tone of Ken's 
questions strike me as that of a per
son so concerned with fannish "pres
tige" that were I to tell him the pro
zine I try to follow the closest is 
CASTLE OF FRANKENSTEIN, he'd say I was 
the ultimate "fakefan" and deliver 
flyers asking fanzine editors to cut 
me off their mailing lists. The "how 
many BNF's do you know?" question is 
the one which sets this tone most 
strongly. Seems Ozanne must be just 
trying to find out whom are considered 
the biggest names in American fandom. 
Or is there something more sinister 
behing it?

I might have thought up a pleasanter 
loc were I in a calmer mood at the mo
ment, but I am feeling slightly bitchy 
and maybe that's it. Ain't usually 
this way, you know. Cancer fluctuates 
with the moon and the sea and I don't 
know what's happening out there to
night.

((Well, Dave, I wrote Ken Ozanne and 
informed him of your views about the 
"Who's Who In Fandom". His reply fol
lows .))

Ken Ozanne Sorry about Dave
The Cottonwoods Szurek's feelings
52 Meek's Crescent about the quest-
Faulconbridge, NSW ionairre. I cer-
2776 AUSTRALIA tainly didn't in

tend it to be ov- 
erserious and am perfectly happy with
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approximate answers where precision is 
difficult or impossible. The idea is 
that a real "Who’s Wh«" would be a ser
vice to fandom and that I probably had 
no chance of producing anything of 
long-term worth unless I produced an 
interim edition first to show fandom in 
general that I have enough tenacity of 
purpose to carry the thing thru to a 
conclusion. (After all, I'm just a neo.) 
Boy, "Fannish prestige"I Wots that? I 
did give Dave the wrong impression with 
a vengeance I I hope it is not shared by 
too many others. Come to think of it, 
it might be fun to send around flyers 
asking faneds to cut someone off their 
mailing lists - but I’d want to do it 
to someone who knew me well enough to 
know it was intended as a joke. (Watch 
out, Bruce!)

I don't think a "Who's Who" or any oth
er book for that matter can give a true 
picture of -what people are like. Hope
fully, the eventual volume (not the in
terim one) will contain as much of the 
kind of info most fen would like about 
one another as reasonably possible. In 
fact, I'm in the market now for advice 
as to what people would like to know a
bout other fen. It is also clear that I 
will need collaborators if the big vol
ume is ever to become a reality.

WE ALSO HEARD FROM;

Don Ayres
Frank Balazs
Sheryl Birkhead
Raymond Bowie, Jr.
Tony Cvetko
Buzz Dixon
George Fergus
Eric Ferguson III
Jackie Franke
Ken Gammage, Jr. ,
Norm Hochberg
Jim Kennedy
Eric Lindsay t
Paul Walker
Elst Weinstein
Joe Woodard
Donn Brazier (a bit out of order there:; sorry, Donn)
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